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Sure, nanotech can be used to gain an advantage, but where do we stop? Now, sports like football are toying
with nano-possibilities, but for vastly different reasons. This new foam is being called ExoNanoFoam. On the
other hand, the racquets crafted from the nanotechnology is stronger and lighter to hold and its birth mate ball
Nanotechnology in Sports Equipment is also equipped with the nanotechnology. Technology is a landscape
that is continually evolving and producing results. Sports industry personnel are still trying to figure out the
actual demand of these products and how to pitch them in a right way. So we decided to have a look a some of
the top sports where nanotechnology is being used to give athletes a competitive edge: Tennis The first tennis
rackets made from high modulus graphite with carbon nanotubes, began to be used in the early s. Sports
industry is getting better day by day by leveraging several areas. For golf balls, technology using chemicals
and physical properties in the material of the ball, has been created to help balls redistribute their weight on
the fly in order to change slight direction to go where the golfer had intended. Golf In the golfing world,
manufacturers have been filling imperfections in club shaft materials with nanoparticles; this improves the
uniformity of the material that makes up the shaft and thereby improving your swing. Most of the sporting
products, enhanced with nanotechnology are sold at upper end price in the market that makes them widely
inaccessible for every sportsperson. Also, manufacturers will have to get new machines to produce
nano-enhanced sporting goods. CNTs, the most frequently used material in nano-enhanced sporting
equipments have a higher specific strength and specific stiffness than other conventional materials Fig.
However, a technology, capable of enhancing the performance of a sportsperson, which is not against the rules
of a sports federation, might be allowed in the world of competitive sports. By injecting nanoparticles into
foam much like the stuff already present in football helmets, any impact will create an electric output, or a
charge so to speak. The results showed that the lighter bike produced about a six second differential in favor of
the lighter bike. At what point do we become more machine than athlete? This molecular level technology has
the ability to change the landscape of sports forever. Swim suits wore by competitors during Bejing Olympics
contain coating by water repellent nanoparticles spilled miracles. Among various nanomaterials, CNTs are the
most prominent nanomaterial being used in nano-enhanced sporting equipments such as golf shafts, rackets,
skis, snowboards, etc. However, there are ways that nanotechnology can help in the betterment of sports.
Additionally, various nanocomposites incorporating CNTs are far superior in terms of strength and durability
to other conventional materials used in sporting equipments. Because in either game, life or football, the
margin for error is so small. The problem is, we may be walking a moral line. Impact of Nanotechnology on
Sports industry: With the advent of nanotechnology in the sports industry, there has been the benefit of
reducing the equipment weight and amplifying efficiency. Concussion testing is only the start. Roger Federer
won many tennis tournaments with his nano-enhanced Wilson racket, ever since most other professionals use
them because of the extra power that they generate. The inches we need are everywhere around us.
Incorporation of nanomaterials e. When it comes to professional cycling, every second counts towards the
victory. Therefore, the ultimate goal to be achieved should be to push the boundaries of performance levels
rather than pushing the cost of high-tech sporting equipments. Football Shin-pads used by footballers are often
made from nano-structured plastics, because they are light weight and its increased strength means that thin
layers offer sufficient protection from a kick on the shins. These results alone should be enough to convince
sports fans that nanotechnology has the ability to change the outlook on competition. Microcontrollers placed
in each helmet will then transmit a signal to a handheld device that is able to deliver real-time data on any
given hit. Also, in order to address the possible toxicity issues related to nano-enhanced sporting equipments,
a proper monitoring of their manufacturing processes, period of use and disposal is needed to prohibit the
release of nanoparticles due to degradation or any other reason. However, it is expected that over a long-term,
these products will become less expensive so that each and every sportsperson could afford it. Various
companies are coming up with more innovative ideas to implement nanotechnology for improving sports
equipment even further. Impact of Nanotechnology on Sporting Equipments The degree of competitiveness in
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sports has been remarkably impacted by nanotechnology like any other innovative idea in materials science.
Furthermore, football kit manufacturers have introduced fabrics which are naturally antibacterial, waterproof
and oil repellent, anti odour and anti stain, with the help of added nano particles of silver and titanium. Nano
Technology: This is the technology and science that deals with the material creation at the molecular level and
it can be sprawled into different fields to reinforce them with its advanced characteristics, enhancing
properties of the material. Nanotechnology into the sports clothing brought them materials breathable. The
World Anti-Doping Agency has begun to keep a watchful eye on developments within the science community
to ensure fairness in competition. In Formula One Motor racing, where race largely depends on the motor
body-weight and type of tyres, lighter-weight and better-wearing nanocomposite products are being seized
upon. CNTs are being used to create super-strong handlebars for mountain-bikes, durable tennis racquets and
ultra-lightweight bicycle frames. Human Ability versus Technology Doping As nanotechnology advancements
in sports are enhancing athletic performance, there should be a dividing line between athletes' natural ability
and technology because the later one can overshadow the human-spirit and the natural achievements of an
athlete.


